Take Into Account:
Understanding Rural and Urban Life in Early Virginia
from Household Ledgers
Grade: 4th – 5th
Platform: Online, at-home resource
Topic(s): American history, Virginia history, urban and rural life, urban
and rural slavery, food production

Virginia SOLs: VS.1a, b, c, d, e, f, h; VS.4 a, d, e; US.1a, b, c, d, e, f, h; US.1b, d;
Objective(s): To introduce and/or reinforce concepts of Virginia living in the Early American Republic by
exploring the dichotomy of rural and urban life through the experiences of John Marshall and Patrick Henry
between 1771 and 1795, and by extension, the realities of urban and rural slavery in the post-colonial era.
Skills: Analyzing primary sources for historical significance; interpreting charts and graphs; understanding use
of evidence in historical inquiry; critical thinking about culture, society, race, and economics in the early 19th
Century from a variety of perspectives; comprehending impact of geography and environment on a community.
Description: We can learn a lot about a community’s culture and the realities of peoples’ lives through an
examination of intimate records like household account books. These primary sources reveal much about a
family or person’s spending habits, and when we analyze account ledgers from both an urban and rural
household from early 19th Century Virginia, we can learn about life in those respective environments. This
primary source analysis activity will place in students’ hands transcribed pages of household account books from
notable Virginians, U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice John Marshall, who maintained an urban life in Richmond,
and Governor Patrick Henry, who maintained a rural life in Hanover County. By comparing and contrasting their
spending habits, we can draw conclusions about urban and rural living in Virginia. Moreover, from their account
books and learning about urban and rural living, we can also think critically about the role of slavery and how
enslaved people likewise experienced life in urban places like Richmond, and rural areas like Hanover County,
Virginia in the early 1800s.
Instructions: Guide students through the content pages and worksheets herein to engage historical inquiry and
primary source analysis. Read each page carefully and look for fill-in-the-blank sections to interact with the
history.
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Historical Actors Personality Charts

John Marshall (1755–1835)
•

•

Virginian and Chief
Justice of the
United States
Supreme Court,

Patrick Henry (1736–1799)
•

me liberty or give
me death!” speech,

1801–1835
Lived in the capital
city of Richmond,
Virginia with his
wife, Polly, 6 kids,

children and
and 8-12 enslaved people.
• Lived on one-city-block-wide property
• Richmond house and property largely did

•

1775
1st Governor of
Virginia (1776-

••

1779)
Lived
in Henry
the capital
Patrick
lived at many residences in
city
Richmond,
Virginia
during his life, but while serving as
Virginia
his
the firstwith
post-colonial
governor of
wife,
Polly,
6
Virginia, Henry lived at his 960-acre

not produce its own food and resources,
•

and property not self-sustaining
Owned three horses for travel, not
agricultural usage (i.e. plowing crop fields)

Prominent Virginian
orator during the
American
Revolution; “Give

•
•
•

children
and
plantation
called Scotchtown in Hanover
County.
Approximately 40 enslaved people lived
and labored at Scotchtown.
Henry lived here with his wife Sarah and 6
children.
Scotchtown was a self-sustaining
plantation that did produce its own food
and resources

Vocabulary:
“Self-sustaining” – to maintain, up-keep, on one’s own. In referencing a property like John Marshall’s house or
Scotchtown, Patrick Henry’s home, “self-sustaining” means that their properties either were or were not able
to grow their own food and create their own supplies and resources to support the family and enslaved people.
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Essential Concepts
Which landscape is RURAL and which landscape is URBAN? Write the correct term under the image.

________________________________

What are characteristics of an urban
environment?

________________________________

What are characteristics of a rural environment?

1)

1)

2)

2)

3)

3)

Write a Definition
A rural environment is one in which ___________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.

An urban environment is one in which _________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.
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Primary Sources
What is a primary source?
A primary source is a written record—including newspapers, diaries, letters, financial papers, or
household account books—that was written at the time of the event by someone who experienced it.
I.e.: the account books featured in this activity were written in the late 18 th Century by John Marshall
and Patrick Henry.

If someone was researching your life 100 years from now, what kind of primary source
about you would you want them to use?
___________________________________________________________________________

What is a Household Account Book?

John Marshall’s June 1790 Account Book

A household account book is a written
record of purchases and expenses—items
you buy, most often food, clothes, and
supplies. We still keep account books today!
Usually, people will include the date of a
purchase, a description of what they
bought, and how much it cost. Account
books will also sometimes include household
bills one pays; (modern example: electricity
or cell phone bill).
Men like John Marshall and Patrick Henry
kept account books of their household
expenses and these types of records can
tell us a lot about how these men lived
their lives. We can learn about what they
ate, what they wore, and how they spent
their time (and their money!)

Source: The John Marshall Papers, Special Collections
Research Center, William & Mary Libraries
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John Marshall’s Account Book June 8-16, 1790, Richmond, Virginia

[Disbursements]
Date
June 8th
June 9th

Item(s)

Pounds

Shillings

Pence

Market 4/, postage 3/3

7

3

Wood 6/, fruit 3/

9

Stockings for self

2

12

Oznabrugs*

9

10

June 14th Market 6/, printer 3-18

4

4

June 15th Market 10/
June 16th Market 30/, sugar & fruit 18
Market 34/

10
2

8

1

14

Market 7/, wood 6/
Given for Dick and others

6

13
130

Market 7/
Paid Mr. Macon for flour

14

19

Market 9/, do. 24/, beer 7/, tea 12.

2

12

Fruit 3/, milk 6/

4

8

6
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*Oznabrugs (or, other spelling variations include “oznaburgs,” and “osnaburgs”) is a rough, durable cloth often used to
make clothing for enslaved people.

In His Own Hand: John Marshall’s Account Book, June 8 – 16, 1790
Source: The John Marshall Papers, Special Collections Research Center, William & Mary Libraries
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Patrick Henry’s Account Book, April – Nov. 1771, Scotchtown, Hanover County, Virginia

[His Excellency Patrick Henry, Esq.]
Date

Item(s)

Pounds

Shillings

Pence

April 21, 1771

6 ells* Oznabrug

7

April 30, 1771

38 lbs. flour

4

May 10, 1771

2 gallons molasses

5

May 18, 1771

1 broad hoe

2

9

June 3, 1771

6 ells Oznabrugs

3

6¼

July 11, 1771

12 lbs. brown sugar

7

6

1 penknife**

1

September 11, 1771

9 ells Oznabrugs

9

9

October 28, 1771

10 ells Oznabrugs

11

3

October 29, 1771

30 ells Oznabrugs

1

13

9

4

4

August 17, 1771

November 18, 1771 2 sacks of salt

6

* “ells” refers to a length/measurement. **Penknifes were essential tool used to cut the tips of writing feather quills; as the
premiere orator in 18th Century Virginia, Patrick Henry needed sharp quills with which to write his speeches, like his
famous 1775 “Give me liberty or give me death speech” at St. John’s Church in Richmond.
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Historical Inquiry Questions and Investigative Analysis Chart Organizer

Write the answers to the following questions in the Investigative Analysis
Chart Organizer above in the appropriate boxes. Feel free to include additional
comparisons and contrasts into the organizer.
A. What is the most frequent purchase, or most frequent category of
purchase, in John Marshall’s account book?

B. What items are in John Marshall’s account book that are not in Patrick
Henry’s account book?
C. What item(s) do John Marshall and Patrick Henry both buy?
John Marshall House

Patrick Henry’s Scotchtown
Shared Traits
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D. Read between the lines. What must it mean that Patrick Henry is not buying all of his food, and
John Marshall is? Consider where they are living and their lifestyles.

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

Glimpses Urban and Rural Slavery in Marshall and Henry’s Account Books

Both John Marshall and Patrick Henry enslaved African Americans and both of their
households, plantations, and families relied on enslaved labor to operate. At his home in
Richmond, John Marshall enslaved 8–12 African Americans at any given time between 1790 and
1835, though he owned well over 100 enslaved people in his lifetime. Patrick Henry also
enslaved 40 people at his Scotchtown plantation and numerous others on various properties in
Virginia.
While many people often are quick to associate the American institution of slavery with rural
and agricultural labor, it is important to realize that slavery existed in urban places—like
Richmond, the capital of Virginia—as well.
Urban slavery was not necessarily any less brutal than rural slavery, only different. Each
environment prescribed different kinds of labor for the enslaved people in bondage there.
However, regardless of the types of labor enslaved people performed in both urban and rural
parts of the country, one fact remained the same: at the end of the day, an enslaved person
was still enslaved and lived their life upon the whim(s) of their master.
So, what did urban and rural slavery look like in Early Republic Virginia (1790-1830) and
how did enslaved labor support John Marshall and Patrick Henry’s homes and families?
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Between 1790 and 1830, enslaved people composed about 40% of Virginia’s population and lived and labored
all over the state: rural places like Hanover County and urban cities like Richmond.

Relying on Enslaved Labor in the Marshall and Henry Households
John Marshall
Patrick Henry
Ned
Nellie
Dinah
Beck
Robin
Peter
Jenny
Ben
Dick
Israel
Dick
Isaac
Hannah
Old Jenny
Ben
James
Rachael
Moses
Will
Pedro
And many others…

And many others…

Performed domestic labor around the Marshall
House: cooking, cleaning, caring for children,
dressing and traveling with John Marshall, serving
at the dining table, tending fires, buying food and
supplies, washing laundry, emptying chamber pots,
maintaining the garden, stable, and yard; urban
enslaved people also often labored in factories
and commercial work yards.

Enslaved field laborers performed agricultural
work: caring for livestock, planting and harvesting
crops like wheat (others common crops include
cotton, tobacco, etc.), tending the smaller kitchen
gardens, mending and building structures like
fences and animal troughs, working as
blacksmiths, carpenters, etc. Enslaved field
laborers were often rented out to other
enslavers’ plantations and farms.
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Clothing Enslaved Laborers and Servants
Review your Investigative Chart Organizer. What item did BOTH John Marshall and Patrick Henry buy?
_____________________________________________________________________________

OZNABRUG
Oznabrug is a rough, durable oatmeal-colored fabric most
commonly used to make clothing for enslaved people, and can
be found in both urban and rural settings, though likely more
commonly used for enslaved field laborers and not enslaved
domestic servants. Enslavers like John Marshall and Patrick
Henry purchased enough oznabrug for their enslaved people to
make a couple sets of clothes. Depending on the physical
intensity of their labor, enslaved people likely needed new
oznabrug clothes more often.
Patrick Henry clearly buys a lot more oznabrug for his enslaved laborers than John
Marshall; considering that Henry’s enslaved people live and work on his rural plantation,
and Marshall’s enslaved people work on his urban property, why do you think Henry buys
so much more oznabrug fabric for his enslaved people to wear than Marshall?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
John Marshall’s Enslaved Butler, Robin Spurlock
Robin Spurlock lived and labored at John Marshall’s Richmond house
for most of his life, as the enslaved butler.
Robin is known to have taken pride in his appearance, and as an
enslaved house butler who would greet the Marshall’s guests and serve
meals to the Marshalls at their dining table, Robin had access to nicer
clothing than an enslaved field laborer. Enslavers like John Marshall
who owned enslaved domestic servants, wanted to make a good
impression in front of guests. Robin wore neat and clean clothes, and in
fact, is known to have worn yellow stockings, which he acquired when
traveling with John Marshall in Philadelphia.
Pictured here are typical men’s shoes, stockings, and breeches; imagine
these stockings bright yellow like Robin Spurlock’s pair.
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Buying and Selling Enslaved People

Check the account book:
On June 16, 1790, John Marshall paid 130 pounds for “Dick and others.”

This entry refers to the purchase of enslaved people. We don’t know how many other people
Marshall purchased with Dick, but it is significant that Marshall included this expense in his
account book.
Even though the enslaved people at the Marshalls’ Richmond house performed a lot of domestic
labor inside the home, does not ignore the fact that Marshall’s house sat just a couple blocks from
Shockoe Bottom, a neighborhood in Richmond which became the largest slave trading center
in Virginia. The entry in Marshall’s 1790 account book, “Given for Dick and others,” reminds us
that the buying and selling of enslaved people was prevalent in both urban and rural areas, and
that both urban and rural enslaved people could be sold by their enslavers at any time.
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True or False
Read the statements below about urban and rural slavery in 1790s/early 1800s Virginia and circle either “T” for
true, if you think the statement is accurate/correct, or “F” for false if you think the statement is
inaccurate/incorrect.
1. T / F – American enslavement of Black people only existed in rural, agricultural places in Virginia.
2. T / F – Both cities and rural places in Virginia enslaved Black people.
3. T / F – Urban slavery was better than rural slavery.
4. T / F – The biggest difference between urban and rural slavery had to do with the types of labor
enslaved people performed.
5. T / F – Typical forms of labor for enslaved people living in rural places includes factory work and
domestic servitude.
6. T / F – Typical forms of labor for enslaved people living in urban places includes field and farm labor,
planting and harvesting crops, tending to livestock, etc.
7. T / F – Despite laboring in rural or urban places, enslaved people were still held in bondage, did not
exercise freedom over their lives, and could be sold or separated from family and friends at any given
time.
8. T / F – Primary historical sources are mostly documents created at the time of an event by someone
who experienced it (including newspapers, diaries, letters, official papers, etc.)
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True/False Answer Key
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

F
T
F
T
F
F
T
T

Additional Resources and Teaching Tools

“Rise of Colonial Plantation System.” National Park System. N.d. Web. 15 Oct. 2020.
https://www.nps.gov/articles/plantationsystem.htm

“Slavery.” Virginia Museum of History and Culture. N.d. Web. 15 Oct. 2020.
https://www.virginiahistory.org/what-you-can-see/story-virginia/explore-story-virginia/18251861/slavery

Sorensen, Leni. “Enslaved House Servants.” Encyclopedia Virginia. Virginia Humanities. 4 Feb. 2019. Web. 14
Oct. 2020. https://www.encyclopediavirginia.org/Enslaved_House_Servants#start_entry

